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This paper reports  the results of empirical research designed to explore the

impact of research se lectivity on the work and e mployme nt of acade mic

economists in U.K. universities. Research se lectivity is seen as part of the ge neral

trend toward “managerialism ” in higher education in both the U.K. and abroad.

Managerialism  based on performance indicators and hierarchical control has

been contrasted with collegiate control-based or informal peer review. However,

analysis of the academic labor process has idealized collegiate relations at the

expense of professional hierarchie s and intellectual authority re lations. We argue

that in the U.K., there has evolved a mainstream economics which is located

within a well-defined neoclassical core . We find that the existence of lists of

core mainstream journals which  are believe d  to  count  most  in  the periodic

ranking exercise poses a serious threat to academic freedom and diversity within

the profe ssion, institutionalizing the control which representatives of the

mainstream exe rcise over both the academic labor process and job marke t. In

this way, manage rialism combines with peer review to outflank resistance to new

forms of controlling academic labor at the same time as reinforcing disciplinary

boundaries through centralized systems  of  bureaucratic standardization  and

control.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early eightie s, universities in the United Kingdom, as elsewhere,

fell victim to heavy cuts in public expenditure , and selectivity in the public

funding of research was seriously conside red for the first time. Hitherto,

research monie s from the funding councils had been made available ac-
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cording to what had become known as the “equity principle ,” built into

funds per stude nt on the assumption that all academics were engage d in

research and scholarship by virtue of the ir role as acade mics. Additional

funds for specific projects were made available upon successful application

to the Research Councils. This system was known as the principle of “dual

funding” (Halsey, 1992) . With the cuts in funding, however, it was argued

that “exce llence” in research could not be sustaine d without applying some

principle of selectivity, and the first Research Selectivity Exercise (later to

be come the Rese arch Asse ssme nt Exe rcise ) was carrie d out in 1986

whereby research funds were to be distribute d to diffe rent departments ac-

cording to the funding body’s assessment of their degree of excellence .

This first exercise was an ad hoc affair with the Unive rsity Grants Com-

mittee (the then funding body for highe r education) hurrie dly appointing its

assessors and only a small proportion of research monie s dependent on the ir

ratings. The second exercise was carried out in 1989 with a larger proportion

of research funding dependent on the ratings of duly constituted subject pan-

els based on the principle  of peer review. In 1992, virtually all of funding coun-

cil research monies was distribute d according to the ratings of the research

assessment committee panels and the old universities had to compete for that

money with the ex-polyte chnics, now designate d universitie s and entitle d to

the ir share. Both the new and the old universitie s then prepared the ir submis-

sion for 1996 in an even tighter financial climate brought about by an average

5% reduction in funding in real terms across the sector for 1996/97.

It is argued that over a period of only 10 years, the Research Assessment

Exercise has come to dominate research activity in U.K. universities. Significant

sums of money are involved with plus or minus 1 ratings for some departments

running into hundreds of thousands of pounds. As institutions compete for a

bigger slice of an ever-diminishing cake, stories abound of a transfer market

growing up for academics in higher education not unlike that in the Premier

Football League and of legitimate and not so legitimate ways of boosting rat-

ings. Academics on the ground, however, have worried that the Research As-

sessment Exercise is having a negative effect not only on the attention given to

teaching but on any type of research which does not fit in with what they feel

to be their subject panel’s often narrow definition of excellence.3

MANAGERIALISM AND THE ACADEMIC LABOR PROCESS

Within  this  climate , academics have   be en increasingly  conce rned  to

examine the nature of their own work from a critical point of view (see
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3For a more detailed account of the operation of the Research Assessme nt Exercise as a
funding mechanism see Higher Education Funding Council (1993, 1994, 1995) . For a pow-

erful critique of its operation see Griffith (1995) .



Mille r, 1991; Puxty, Sikka, & Willmott, 1994; Parker & Jary, 1995; Willmott,

1995) . Writing within the tradition of labor process theory, these studies

have tended to concentrate on a political economy of the academic labor

process at the level of structure rather than agency, and there has been

much  debate about the “commodification of academic labor” (Willmott,

1995) as acade mics are increasingly constraine d to produce and disseminate

that knowledge which has immediate exchange -value in terms of increasing

funding for research or for attracting increasingly vocationally-orie nted stu-

dents now reconstituted as “customers.” The consequence is a deve loping,

if still partial, prole tarianization of academic labor with acade mics losing

not only strategic but also operational control of the ir work (Halsey, 1992;

Wilson, 1991; Willmott, 1995) .

The influe nce of the Research Assessment Exercise over funding is

seen as central to this commodification of academic labor as well as to the

growth of “manage rialism” in what is argue d to be a pote ntially much de-

base d system of mass highe r education in the U.K. (conceptualize d by

Parke r and Jary as the “New Higher Education” or NHE). The dynamic

behind this growth of managerialism in highe r education in the U.K., as

elsewhere (Smyth, 1995) , is a gove rnment-led push for tighte r monetary

control ove r  public  services  at  a time  of  se vere resource   constraint: the

mechanism, increased competition among institutional provide rs in quasi-

markets and the introduction of performance indicators to judge “quality”
and determine funding (Pollitt, 1993;  Farnham &  Horton, 1993;  Mille r,

1994; Duncan, 1992; Peeke , 1994) . The Rese arch Assessment Exe rcise

achieves both these obje ctives unde r cover of peer review.

Research productivity and quality judge d by peer review has always

been central to the acade mic labor process in the old universitie s in the

U.K., and is beginning to become so in the new. What has change d is the

context in which research is produced and the hie rarchical manage rial con-

trols to which it is now subjected. What is new is that the self-referring

quality of the academic labor process has been harne ssed to managerial

ends through a centrally organize d and bureaucratically-control led research

selectivity exercise. Informal peer review within a collegiate system of con-

trol is very different from institutionalize d peer review linked to a ranking

system designed for funding purpose s. As such, its potential impact on the

work and conditions of employme nt of academics is without doubt. Halsey,

for example , describes its effect as a “dramatic moment in the decline of

donnish dominion” and reports an  incre ase   in  re search output between

1976 and 1989 (the date of the second Research Assessment Exercise ) de-

spite the fact that less time was available in the face of othe r demands

(Halsey, 1992) . The resulting “intensification” of acade mic labor may very
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well have a negative effect on academic standards inde pendent of any

thrust toward greater manage rial control (Willmott, 1995) .

Moreover, the pote ntial impact of the Research Assessment Exercise

on the way academics think about themselve s and the ir work has been well-

described by Parker and Jary who fear that the very identity of the new

acade mic, like the NHE, may come to be reconstituted in terms of what

is needed to gain a high rating, rathe r than in terms of independence and

creativity of thought. Knowing the appropriate response to gain reward,

the new acade mic will calculate what needs to be done and do it (Parker

& Jary, 1995) . Mille r similarly laments the lack of academic resistance to

manage rialist trends in his comparison of changes in higher education in

Canada, Australia, and the U.K. He argues that as acade mics become con-

strained, monitore d, and documented via various performance indicators,

they at the same time collude in the construction of the ir own fate. Personal

goals of scholarship and enquiry are displace d by value s of “economic ra-

tionalism” or in the case of research productivity “whatever it takes to get

publishe d” (Mille r, 1995) .

At the same time, there has been doubt about the extent to which any

external mechanism of surveillance and control can be imposed on U.K.

acade mics. Some would stress the (regrettable? ) difficultie s of bringing or-

der into the chaos of collegial control (Dearlove , 1995) while others would

point to the resistant subje ct, the (heroic? ) individual acade mic whose iden-

tity has traditionally been constitute d through the twin discourse of aca-

demic freedom and professional autonomy (Pritchard, 1995) . The debate

is about the nature of power, control, and resistance in the workplace .

Here, new deve lopme nts in labor process theory have tried to restore “the

missing subje ct” into what was originally a rather one -sided and mechanical

search for and elaboration of diffe rent manage rial control strategie s or pat-

terns of resistance to them (Knights & Willmott, 1990; Jermier, Knights,

& Nord, 1995) . Burawoy broke the mold with his analysis of the ways in

which shopfloor worke rs accommodate manage me nt controls in the

“games” which they play at work and as such become party to the ir own

subordination (Burawoy, 1979) . Since then, there has been a new concern

to avoid the imposition of meaning derived from totalizing assumptions of

colle ctive consciousne ss in favor of an emphasis on the role which subjec-

tive unde rstanding of power has for any act which might meaningfully con-

stitute resistance (Jermier, Knights, & Nord, 1995; Clegg, 1995) . In the end,

its argued, whiche ver way the balance of forces between control and resis-

tance is theorized, there is no substitute for detaile d empirical inve stigation

which accesses the subje ctivity of the actors involve d. This we attempt to

do in our study of the response of acade mic economists in U.K. universitie s

to the management-le d Research Assessment Exercise (RAE).
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MAINSTREAM AND NONMAINSTREAM ECONOMISTS4

The central hypothesis of the research was that the existence of lists of

core journals which are believed to count most in the ranking exercise poses a

serious risk to academic diversity within the economics profession. These core

journals have tended to select for publication predominantly work which might

be defined as mainstream economics because it is locate d within a well-define d

neoclassical core.5 There is, therefore, considerable pressure on departments

which want to maintain or improve their research rankings to appoint main-
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4The starting point of the research was that as an academic discipline economics can be divided into

a mainstream, called neoclassical economics, and a nonmainstream, which broadly consists of
Marxian, Post-Keynesian, Institutional, and Sraffian economics. The distinction between

neoclassical and nonmainstream economics can be broadly conceived in terms of theoretical and
methodological concepts such as relative scarcity, rationality, atomistic individualism, equilibrium,

and ergodicity which are central to the former but are  mostly ignored by the latter. This difference
is succinctly expressed in their definitions of economics. Neoclassical economists define economics

broadly as the study of how people and societies deal with scarcity whereas the nonmainstream
economists support various combinations of the following definitions: economics is the investigation

of the nature and causes of the wealth of nations; of the laws of motion of capitalism and/or of
the behavior, institutions, and culture which underlies evolving capitalist economies.

The fact that neoclassical economics has splintered into various quasi-competing research
programs, such as public choice economics, experimental economics, game theory,

transaction cost economics, and new classical economics in the last 20 years does not negate
the reality that a common basic theory, me thod of approaching economic issues and

language exists among neoclassical economists. Recognition of this broad division between
mainstream  and nonmainstream has been acknowledged in the Royal Economic Society

Newsletter (Culyer, 1994) . Furthermore, this division is re flected in the journals in which
economists publish.  Citation analysis of economics  journals  shows that  core mainstream

journals form  a closed self-referencing  syste m  vis-à-vis core   nonmainstre am journals, by
which we me an that core mainstream journals are cited by many of the other core

mainstream journals, while nonmainstream journals are not. Nonmainstre am journals also
form a self-referencing system. However, it is a relative ly more open system in that core

nonmainstream journals tend to cite both mainstream and nonmainstream journals.
Evidence for this is found in the citation data in the Journal Citation Reports of the Social

Science Citation Index in conjunction with a list of core mainstream and nonmainstream
journals (Lee & Harley, 1996) .

5One such list, the “Diamond List” of 27 economics journals, was compiled by Professor Arthur
J. Diamond, Jr. in the States in 1988 predominantly on the basis of citation frequency, a cri-

terion which has itself been the subject of considerable controversy as has the names of journals
which should or should not be included in such a list (Johnes & Johnes, 1993; Burton &

Phemister, 1994; Hodgson, 1994). The list comprised entirely mainstream journals. In 1994, a
list of journals was circulating among U.K. economics departments which consisted of the 27

“Diamond List” journals plus 13 more proposed by a member of the economics subject panel
as additions to the Diamond List together with seven specialist or interdisciplinary journals.

This list was based on a bibliographical study undertaken for the Royal Economics Society and
was meant to reflect the journals in which British economists actually publish. However, this

selection process was itself selective in that it excluded a number of nonmainstream journals
even though they had more publications by British economists than some of the selected ones

(Lee & Harley, 1996). Despite denials on the part of the economics panel that any formal list
was used in either the 1989 or the 1992 assessment exercise, the results would confirm the

widely-shared, if tacit, convention as to what constitutes the list of high ranking journals.



stream rathe r than nonmainstre am economists and upon individuals within

those departments to publish more where it is believed to count most.

A que stionnaire was sent to all those economists who could be iden-

tified as having an interest in nonmainstre am economics from attendance

at nonmainstre am confe rences and study  groups, contributions  and sub-

scriptions to nonmainstre am journals, and membership in nonmainstre am

economic associations.6 The questionnaire was designed to explore the im-

pact  they  fe lt  the   RAE  was  having on the  recruitment and  selection of

nonmainstre am economists generally and in the ir own institutions. Ques-

tions were also asked about the impact the RAE was having on both the

work of the ir departments and on the ir own work. At every opportunity,

responde nts were given  space to  e laborate their  answe rs and additional

comments on the central hypothe sis of the proje ct were invited at the end.

Questionnaire s were then sent to all othe r economists who could be

identified as working in those departments from which we had nonmain-

stream replies, 63 institutions in all. In this way, we hoped to gather a broad

enough view of both the profession as a whole and the dynamics of control

in particular institutions inde pendent of the inte rests and perceptions of any

one particular individual or group. The mainstream economists we reached

in the second mailing were intended to act as a control group as well as a

measure of the degree to which subje ctive perceptions might be structured

by obje ctive interest. Since mainstre am economists as a group had done well

out of the ranking exercise , we expected them to be more committed to it.7

Finally, since our mailings exclude d some large , inte rnationally-known main-

stream departments, we surveyed these as well so that total potential cover-

age of unive rsities covered by the 1992 RAE might be achie ved. In all, some

382 questionnaire s were returned from 79 institutions, 96 of which came from

the first mailing which targeted the nonmainstre am.8
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6The sample did not include the economics department at De Montfort University, England,

which was the source of many of our original concerns and insights.
7Pommere hne et al. examine d the opinions of economists from different countries on a range

of policy issues and concluded that their data “provided evidence that the selfish model
used in economics is well able to explain the answers given by economists according to their

occupational self-interest” (Pommereh ne, Gilbert, Schne ider, & Frey, 1984, p. 259). While
we would substitute the word sociological for selfish, it should not come as a surprise that,

say, economists working in the public sector support greate r gove rnment intervention over
a range of economic policy issues while those in the private sector tend to support compe-

tition and reject government constraints on their own activities. As Whitley has argued in
his study of economics as a scientific field, rese archers  making  scientific judgments and

choices “do so as social creatures rather than as epistemological rationalists following some
universally valid set of truth-generating rules . . . the highly technical and esoteric nature

of many debates should not obscure their human construction and origin” (Whitley, 1986,
p. 183).

8The questionnaires were sent out in the Summe r and Autumn of 1994 while our mailing
lists were devise d from predominantly 1992 listings in the Universities Commonwealth Year-

book. We estimate that about 1000 of the questionnaires sent out ought to have reached



Despite our  attempts  to cover as broad a  range   of economists and

institutions as possible , no claim is made for the representative ness of our

sample in any strict statistical sense. Quite apart from the difficulty in es-

tablishing by name who the economists were in any given institution (some

had no easily  ide ntifiable economics  departments and others  no  lists of

relevant staff) , by the very nature of our research, the response would in-

evitably overrepresent the nonmainstre am. It was to be expected that those

economists with a special interest in the research would be most like ly to

respond  and,  not surprisingly, this tende d  to be first and foremost non-

mainstream economists who felt the ir interests threatened and who wel-

comed the opportunity to say so.9 Some 43% of our economists considered

themselves to be working outside the mainstream and a further 8% liked

to think of themselve s as having a foot in both camps.

We ourselves were surprise d by the relative ly  high  numbe r of  non-

mainstream economists in our sample . For the purpose s of our research,

we had defined a nonmainstre am economist as someone who rejects the

conceptual and ideological content of the neoclassical paradigm in favor

of alte rnative economic theories and research topics. We include d in our

definition those working within a Marxist, Post-Keynesian, Institutional, or

Sraffian framework and indicate d as much in a covering le tter which also

stated  our research interest. While the original mailing consisted almost

exclusive ly of such economists, the general mailing caught many others who

conside red themselve s marginalize d in relation to the dominant neoclassical

core and who wante d to be include d in our nonmainstre am category. These

were generally economists working within a specialist branch of economics

or at the boundarie s of othe r discipline s and, as such, many of them

(though by no means all)   were to be found in the former  polyte chnics

whose original mission was to provide vocationally relevant knowledge to

the “real” world.
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their targe t. 382 responses would therefore seem to represe nt quite a respectable response
rate for a postal questionnaire. Some 1000 economists participated in the 1992 RAE.

9Recognition of the fact that subjective perce ption is influenced by objective interest does not
therefore mean that our data can be dismissed as the unreliable response of disgruntled

individuals with a personal axe to grind. Many of our nonmainstream economists had in
the past done quite well for themselves. Even in the old universities where it might be

argued there has been the most discrimination against the nonmainstream, 24% of our non-
mainstream respondents held chairs and a further 39% held a promoted post. Furthermore,

almost half of our respondents put themselves firmly in the mainstream and a significant
proportion of them agreed that research selectivity was having a negative effect on the non-

mainstream. When we find a significant number of mainstream economists, many occupying
senior positions in traditional U.K. universities, agree ing with nonmainstream economists

(many of whom also occupy senior positions), we feel justified in arguing that we have
identified an issue which is a matter of conce rn to more that just one sectional interest and

which has implications for the economics professions has a whole.



THE PRODUCTION AND EVALUATION OF ECONOMIC

KNOWLEDGE

The numbe r of economists in our sample who would wish to be con-

sidered nonmainstre am reflects a general aware ness of the stratification of

diffe rent type s of knowledge within the discipline and the mode of its re-

production. It has been argue d by writers in the history of economic

thought that economics has come to resemble the characteristics of a Kuh-

nian paradigm-bound normal science in the extent to which it is dominate d

by its well-define d neoclassical  core (Whitle y, 1986, 1991; Wray, 1994) .

Kuhn tells us that paradigms are “the source of the methods, proble m field

and standards of solution accepted by any mature scientific community at

any given time” (Kuhn 1970, p. 103) and because of this, “normal science”
can impose a deadening uniformity on its field of ende avor. This is because

those within the community have a vested interest in the dominant para-

digm and by  the ir  ve ry adherence to  it,  do not  see the   evidence which

would support an alte rnative view.10

It is not that new knowledge is not rewarde d within such a scientific

community. Indeed all academic labor processes by the ir very nature de-

mand  inte llectual innovation and reward it in the reputations which are

achieved by individuals among the ir peers. The knowle dge which is pro-

duced, however, has to “fit in” with that which is already establishe d. In a

paradigm-bound scientific fie ld, what is defined as knowle dge at all has to

conform to the paradigm, othe rwise it is regarde d at best as irre levant, at

worst as incompe te nt and unscie ntific ( Whitle y, 1986; Wray, 1994;

McCutchen, 1991) . “To desert the paradigm is to cease practicing the sci-

ence it defines” (Kuhn, 1970, p. 34) .

It is this kind of orthodoxy which has been achieved by the neoclassical

tradition within the economics profession and in relation to which almost

half of our sample would describe themselve s as in some way or anothe r

nonmainstre am. While our sample cle arly ove rrepresents the nonmain-

stream within the economics profession as a whole , it needs to be empha-

sized that orthodoxy is not about numerical predominance but social power.

Whitley, for example , argue s that the continue d dominance of a central

analytical core in economics can be explaine d by the degree to which its
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10Wray argue s in his critique of the “disease-paradigm” which dominates research into the

re lationship between the HIV virus and aids, practitioners of normal science “attempt to
force nature into conceptual boxes supplied by the “scientific community,” a small number

of practitioners with similar training, share d professional societies, and shared theories, val-
ues, and experience with examples used in their education to ensure that each draws the

“correct” conclusion from the facts” (Wray, 1994, p. 2) .



leade rship has maintaine d control over the “reputational system” which he

believes to be central to the organization of academic work:

Because   the   dominant intellectual  structure of  mode rn economics is re latively

monolithic and the criteria for asse ssing the significance of re search results is so
remarkably standardized, major innovations can easily  be dismissed  as being

outside economics and/or the re sult of incompetence . . . . The reputational
system is still dominated by the ideals and  standards of formal the orists who

elaborate and refine the basic intellectual frame work that constitutes the core
of the field  so that the highest  re putations  are reserve d for those  economists

who contribute the most abstract and formal mode ls of equilibrium conditions.
(Whitley, 1986, p. 192)

The elite within the economics profession, Whitley argues, has achieved

this high degree of mutual depende nce and task predictability in the ana-

lytical core at least in part because it has managed to “partition off” the

ambiguitie s and uncertaintie s about research outcomes and prioritie s char-

acteristic of the more applie d subfie lds:

Research involving statistical data and empirical indicators seems to be separated
from theoretical model-building activities in economics and have a lower intellectual

prestige . . . . Thus theoreticians can obtain high reputations by producing highly
abstract and  ge neral mode ls  of  ideal worlds without considering  how  they  are

re lated to economic phenomena  in real  worlds: their  work is  partitioned  from
empirical economic studies, and they do not need to demonstrate any systematic

connection between them. (Whitley, 1986, p. 192)

In a similar ve in, an earlie r critique of the increasingly abstract and tech-

nicist approach to the de finition and solution of e conomic proble ms

(which was then and still is equate d with the “Americanization” of the

disciplin e) , Sarge nt wrote that e conomists had not only ceased talking

to e ach othe r: “they hanke r for rigour, they ye arn for disciplin ed inquiry,

they strive to be scie ntific in the ir methods. But the y are so enamoure d

of these  virtue s as to be   inse nsitive   to  the   real value   of contributions

which lack the m.” He warne d that the disciplin e had become impove r-

ished by the split betwee n its the ore tical core and applie d pe riphe ry

(Sarge nt, 1963) .

Not only did the “partitioning off” of applie d economics insulate  the  core

from the lack of mutual dependence and task certainty in the  periphery (char-

acteristics more typical of other social sciences), it also provided alte rnative

employment opportunitie s for those who might challenge its intellectual su-

premacy, not only in, for example , government departments and the media,

but also in the ex-polytechnics (for a development of this argument, see Bell,

1981). While applie d economists in specialist subdiscipline s may well have pro-

life rated in recent years, like those who have challe nged the paradigm, they

have never supplante d the core, especially in the elite academic departments

of the old universities where it remains quite clear what has to be done to
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attain a high reputation within the discipline .11 This has been evident in the

strong, if tacit, hierarchy of journals, in the informal ranking of departments,

and in its professional institutions, in what Bordieu, for example , would call

the “agencie s of reproduction” within the profession. According to Bordie u,

acade mic power “is obtaine d and maintaine d by holding a position enabling

domination of other positions and the ir holders, such as all the institutions

entrusted with controlling access to the corps.” Power within the university,

he argue s, is semi-institutionalize d power deriving from the positions of power

which are held; it is, therefore, “a function-re lated attribute which is much

more linked to hierarchial position than to any extraordinary properties of the

work or the person” (Bourdieu, 1988, p. 84). Those who hold these positions

can exercise an immense power of censorship in the reproduction and dissemi-

nation of academic knowledge. In the case of economics, research selectivity

linked to funding reconstitute s itse lf as a powerful agent of reproduction add-

ing even greater “weight” to the mainstream in their control of the acade mic

labor process and labor market.

THE DATA

Perceptions of Change in Recru itment Policies

Having been told the purpose of our research in a covering le tter, the

economists in our sample were first asked whether they had notice d any

change s in recruitment policie s in their own institutions where economists
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11In this respe ct, Whitley argues that economics differs from other social sciences in its work
organization. Post-1960s sociology and business and management studies, for example, are

characterized by a lack of mutual dependence and a high degree of task uncertainty. This
denies power to any one group and brings about a proliferation of alternative sources of

authority: “. . . relatively low degrees of academic control over the reputational system in post-
1960s sociology and business studies are linked to a proliferation of competing intellectual

objectives and approaches often expressed through different journals and there is little apparent
consensus on theoretical goals or strategies which could order these into a clear hierarchy of

intellectual merit” (Whitley, 1991, p. 10). In the case of economics on the other hand, a strong
hierarchy of journals reproduces the intellectual and authority relations inherent in the core.

For example, in an article in the Royal Economic Society Newsletter, July 1994, Burton and
Phimister argue that “it is self-evident from talking to people that individuals rank journals,

and make assessments of unread articles on the basis of the journal it is published in, but for
assessment purposes one needs a system that is both transparent and deemed acceptable by

those being assessed.” Quite clearly this is not at present the case for large numbers of non-
mainstream economists. At the best of times, peer review “is fraught with biasing influences”
(McCutchen, 1991, p. 30) but when there is paradigm-conflict the difficulties are so much
greater. They were well-expressed by one respondent who said that “regrettably too much of

the mainstream does not know anything about the nonmainstream but since it is in a pole
position it does not have to!” This is contrary to the received wisdom on the part of senior

mainstreamers who lament the “woeful ignorance ” about the mainstream on the part of
nonmainstreamers (see comments by the Managing Editor of the Econom ic Journ al, Royal

Econom ic Society Newsletter, January 1995) .



were concerned (Table I). Fifty-thre e percent of economists who had been

working in the old universities for 3 or more years and 64% of those in

the new believed that there had been change s. In the old universitie s, the

most commonly stated single category of change was the greater emphasis

place d on publications (22% ); “. . . emphasis is on ‘about to publish’ rather

than feel for economic proble ms or teaching skill,” and a further 13% of

responses mentioned greater emphasis on research without specifying that

either of these activitie s necessarily had anything to do with a shift toward

the mainstream. However, the second large st category of response (17% )

mentione d explicitly a greater emphasis on mainstream research or publi-

cations; 15% said there was a greater emphasis on mathematical and tech-

nical skills, and a further 13% said recruitment policy specifically targeted

those with a record of publishing in core journals, categorie s which were

take n together to imply a paradigm shift. Add to this the 4% who thought

there had been some shift toward the mainstre am, but not exclusive ly so,

and a total of 48% of those in the old unive rsitie s be lieving that there had

been a change in recruitment policie s stated explicitly that change had in

some way favore d the mainstream:

. . . we only recruit those likely to ge t into core journals, not especially interested
in teaching or admin. skills of applicants (or even English proficiency) .

. . . a narrower focus, more technical emphasis, less knowledge of political economy.

. . . narrower definition of “economist.” Less open criteria, i.e., not the number of

publications but type of publications.

. . . more emphasis on those working in core are as.

. . . re se arch rat ing pote ntial a prime conside ration. Ide a of looking for

nonmainstream people now inconceivable.

. . . the authorities are looking for mainstream economists to bolster their credit
rating in the Research exercise.

. . . they are almost all econome tricians and forecaste rs.

Table I. Changes in Recruitment Policy in Relation to Economists in

Own Institution (Q-4)

Old universities New universities

n (% ) n (% )

More on publications 35 21.7 15 22.4
More on rese arch 21 13.0 26 38.8

Change to mainstream explicit 32 19.9 4 6.0
Gre ater technical skills 24 14.9 4 6.0

Emphasis core journals 21 13.0 2 3.0
Short-termism 6 3.7 0 0.0

Other 22 13.7 16 23.9
Total 161 100.0 67 100.0
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. . . there has been a growing emphasis on publication in mainstream orthodox
journals at the expense of originality and ability to teach.

. . . the emphasis is on publication in “A” journals. Before it was just publications.

. . . rece ntly, main criterion seems to have been ability to publish in mainstream

journals—in the past, judging from the composition of the department, things were
different.

In the new universities, on the other hand, there was much less explicit

reference to a shift in emphasis toward  the mainstre am, with a total of

only 15% of response s falling into the combine d mainstre am category.

Here, change was perceived primarily in terms of a greater emphasis on

research potential and publications record with the three mainstream cate-

gories combine d coming a poor third.

In addition, those who perceived no change in recruitment policie s (Ta-

ble II) were asked to describe the recruitment policie s which generally ap-

plie d. In the new universitie s, the single most recurring criterion related to

the need to fill gaps in teaching (38% ) with the be lie f that there had always

been some emphasis on research coming a not very close second (26% )

and publications record featuring hardly at all. Only one response made

any reference to always having been a mainstre am department, and then

not exclusive ly so, compare d with the 17% of responses from the old uni-

versities which stated that there had been no change in recruitment policie s

because the ir departme nts had always recruited mainstre am economists

and/or targeted those with core journal publications:

. . . most promising in terms of publication in top journals. Always has been.

.  . . we look for strong  technical training in economic theory/econometrics plus

publication record.

. . . the y must be of the highest quality with the potential to contribute to

mainstream economics.

In all, therefore, a substantial numbe r of responde nts in the old pre-1992

universities made some reference to the importance of research and pub-

lication within the mainstre am in the context of overall recruitment policie s

Table II. Recruitment Policies Always Applied (Q-4)

Old universities New universities

n (% ) n (% )

Always publications 15 11.3 4 8.5
Always research 28 21.1 12 25.5

Always quality 42 31.6 7 14.9
Teaching/subj driven 23 17.3 18 38.3

Always mainstream/core 23 17.3 1 2.1
Other 2 1.5 5 10.6

Total 133 100.0 47 100.0
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compare d with the once less prestigious ex-polyte chnics where change was

large ly perceived in terms of the ostensibly paradigm-ne utral importance

of research and publications record in general.

What is of further inte rest in the old universities is the large number

of response s (32% ) to emphasize “excellence” or “quality” as always having

informed recruitment policie s with such comments as “we go for quality

and aim to get the best candidate for the job” being typical of this category.

However, in a discipline where quality is defined by many in terms of or-

thodox approache s, it is difficult to conclude that this necessarily means

the open-mindedness it implie s. As several senior mainstre am economists

from the highe st ranking departments candidly put it:

. . . the departme nt’s direction has not changed. We appoint people we think are

“good.” (Our notion of “goodness” no doubt favors the mainstream. That is what
mainstream me ans of course.)

. . . research excellence judged by publication record or potential in Diamond set

of journals.

. . . we only employ competent economists who can teach macro and micro and
do proper research. I regard “non-mainstream” economics as irrelevant to modern

economics. When posts are limited it is important to fill them with people who can
do research in central areas of the subject. There are no economics of scale in

having unrelated non-mainstream people on one’s staff.

. . . we are not interested in employing non-mainstream economists.

. . . we look for the best. Those outside the mainstream (as you put it) are gene rally

inferior.

It  seemed to us like ly, therefore,  that at  least  some of  the   responde nts

referring to “quality” as a criterion for appointme nt might implicitly mean

mainstre am. This taken-for-grante dness  could explain the more general

lack of consciousne ss of change among the mainstream in the old unive r-

sitie s. For example , fewer mainstre am than nonmainstream economists

thought there had been any change in recruitment in recent years (42%

compare d with 69% ), and when they did perceive change , they were more

like ly to see it in terms of a greater emphasis on research and publications

in general  (54% compared with 26% ) while nonmainstre am economists

were more like ly to perceive it in terms of the hypothe sized paradigm shift

(53% and 35% , respectively) .

RAE Impact on Departmental Work

Almost three-quarte rs of respondents in both the old and the new uni-

versities stated that the RAE had had an impact on the work which the ir

own department was doing. However, the nature of its impact seems to

have diffe red quite conside rably between the two type s of institutions.
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Again, in the old unive rsities, there was  much  greater consciousne ss of

paradigm shift with explicit mention of a movement toward the mainstre am

and/or the need to publish in core journals in some 40% of the responses

specifying change in departme ntal work (Table III).

. . . aware ness of ( supposed! ) criteria for RAE perme ates all re search and

publication activities.

. . . there is a growing emphasis on publication in top X journals as the criterion

of research pe rformance , though pe rsonally I am not too pressured because

economic history is accepted as a “reputable” alternative to economics and the prof

in this dept says work of dept now emphasizes top 20 journals.

. . . the whole conce pt of “core journals” has got a firmer grip on the profession

than say 10 years ago. What counts about an article now is where it’s published

rather than what it says. Wholly anti-intellectual and damaging to economics.

. . . more pressure applied to everyone to be active in research and those that

already are active to focus publication on kudos journals.

. . . we got a 3. We need a 4+ . The view is that not enough (mainstream) research

is being done.

. . . our dept has a very strong views about what “journals” count and applies this

vigorously.

.  . . greate r  e mphasis  on  quantitative   methods and publishing strategy for core

journals.

Others within this category were concerned that the pressure to publish,

even in top journals, might be responsible for a decline in acade mic stand-

ards and scholarship, and these fears were by no means confine d to the

nonmainstre am:

. . . publication of books discourage d, only top journals valued. Te aching

performance ignored.

. . . emphasis on speed and quantity of research output therefore less general, less

philosophical.

Table III. Impact of RAE on Departme ntal Work (Q-6)

Old universities New universities

More pressure to: n (% ) n (% )

Publish 34 13.1 16 17.2
Publish Diamond/core /mainstream 67 25.8 4 4.3

Publish more (unspecified) 42 16.2 2 2.2
Publish in refereed journals 26 10.0 9 9.7

Do more technical/mainstream work 35 13.5 8 8.6
Gre ater division of labor 3 1.2 18 19.4

Target/rese arch are as 31 11.9 31 33.3
Ne glect teaching 18 6.9 3 3.2

Other 4 1.5 2 2.2
Total 260 100.0 93 100.0
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. . . pressure to publish regardless of intrinsic worth. The more articles the better,

the more mathematical the better.

. . . focus is now upon statistically competent, young, cheap personnel with the

potential to churn out ephemeral rese arch findings. No conce rn with originality and

long term potential. It has become frenetic and trivialised.

. . . more mainstream and “safe” rese arch. Also a more short term viewpoint—less

emphasis on scholarship.

A furthe r 13% of responses pointed to the increased pressure to publish

and anothe r 16% again mentioned the pressure to publish more. Ten per-

cent cited increased pressure to publish in refereed journals without speci-

fying that they need necessarily be core . While ostensibly paradigm-ne utral,

many of these economists also pointed out the negative impact this was

having on long-te rm scholarship and research as well as on the publication

of monographs and books, styles of communication preferred by the non-

mainstream because of the more discursive nature of their subject matter.

Finally, both mainstre am and  nonmainstre am economists in the old

universities were conscious of pote ntially conflicting inte rests conseque nt

upon research assessment and institutional pressures to conform to its (im-

puted? ) demands:

. . . re inforces the appare nt belief that only ce rtain kinds  of  people  are   re al

economists.

. . . it encourage s mainstream economics at the expense of nonmainstream.

.  . . it has  taken resources  (staff  and computers, e tc.) away from teaching and

towards individual—some times unrelated—econometric research.

. . . place s less mainstream personnel at a disadvantage .

. . . the RAE is having pernicious effects on the position and morale of staff who

are seen as non-mainstream and therefore a liability to the work of the department.

. . . pressure to publish in core journals. This has caused considerable controversy

in the departme nt (over promotions policy).

The discourse of paradigm conflict seemed to be much less promine nt

in the new universities than in the old where impact on departmental work

was concerned. Here  only eight  responses in total explicitly identifie d  a

movement toward the mainstre am in the ir departme nt’s work and four

more talke d about core journals. Instead, the impact of the RAE on new

university departme nts was verbalize d primarily in terms of targeting more

research (33% ) and the greater need to publish (17% ), and with the ex-

ception of perhaps two new university departme nts, the overwhelming im-

pression was that, for the moment at least, any research or any publication

would do!

Of more significance for a potential conflict of inte rest between dif-

ferent members of staff in the new universities was the 19% of responses
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which indicate d a greater division of labor into research-active and nonac-

tive staff.

. . . we now give substantial teaching re lief to “fellows” of a new research cente r

who are accountable via published output. Other lecturers take on extra teaching

to balance this. I have   been gran ted  a fellowship  although  the output  is  not

constrained to “top journal” publication.

. . . rese arch has a higher profile. Incre ase d division of labor in the dept (exclusive

research or teaching), fewer who do both.

For many research-oriented staff in the new universities, including those work-

ing within an alternative paradigm, one gets the impression that the monies

received consequent upon the RAE have had something of a liberating effect,

especially when submissions had been made under headings other than eco-

nomics where the criteria of the neoclassical orthodoxy do not apply:
12

Give n we entered the RAE with Business, we are not under pressure to conform.

Economics went into the RAE with Business Studies (because much of our work

is interdisciplinary). Business Studies got a two therefore much more money now

available for research than previously.

. . . there are now timetable allowances to undertake rese arch therefore started

research again.

. . . since research brings in money (through the RAE) it is actively supported.

Previously only lip service was give n to the importance of rese arch. But teaching

is still the main function.

Though quite clearly you need to be on the right side of the research ac-

tive/inactive divide to benefit:

. . . some staff have been designated researchers. Consequently the workload of

others has increased so little time for study, updating etc.

. . . teaching remission is granted on the “promise” of publications or other

“me asurable outputs” but only for re search in a limited fie ld of Europe an

economics. They seek a ranking and there may be an A and a B team evolving for

research and pure teaching tasks and administration.
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. . . the main change in our recruitment policy in rece nt years has been the emphasis

on research and publication potential. This  has  bee n  accompan ied  by a 3-fold

increase   in student  numbers  but  we   are no longer appointing  pe ople  who can

communicate with students. Result—severe stress to staff and students alike.

Not surprisingly, give n the longstanding contractual obligation to en-

gage in research, the idea of a division of labor between active and non-

active researchers was mentione d on only three occasions in the responses

from the old universities. The pote ntial conseque nces of failing to contrib-

ute to departmental research ratings, were, however, well unde rstood:

. . . more emphasis on targeted journals with the “stick” of extra teaching if you

don’t get 2 articles over the RAE period.

. . . I perceive a need to publish sufficient papers to avoid being overloaded with

teaching.

. . . the threat of “teaching-only” contracts (= an invitation to resign or a brutal

way of clearing dead wood?)

. . . the bias is shifting inexorably towards mainstream work—"fringe" interests lead

to additional teaching/admin, denial of funds to attend conferences . . . the pressure

is continuous and detrimental to academic freedom.13

It is at the point where the power relations inherent in the employme nt

relationship meet with the demands of the RAE that the discourse of peer

review becomes inextricably linked with that of the original manage rial in-

tent behind the research assessment exercise. Those favored by the process

were not afraid to deal in both and inde ed seemed to see no distinction

between the two. Two-thirds of those who said the RAE had had no impact

on the ir departme nt  (Table IV) stated that it had always  be en “output

drive n” or worked to “the highe st standards of exce llence” or  targe ted

Table IV. No Departme ntal Change Consequent Upon The RAE (Q-6)

Old universities Ne w universities

n (% ) n (% )

Staff continue with own interests
Submit to diverse committee s 1 1.8 3 14.3

Mainly a teaching institution 0 0.0 5 23.8
Always mainstream 9 15.8 2 9.5

Always output driven 24 42.1 1 4.8
Always core journals 3 5.3 0 0.0

Any research valued 5 8.8 7 33.3
Total 57 100.0 21 100.0
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“publication in the Diamond set of journals.” Not surprisingly, it was from

these departments that support for the RAE primarily came:

. . . the RAE reflects an international consensus on what is important so it has not
changed the type of work but has made us more research conscious.

I think that people are still doing the same kind of research, they are just more

conscious that they should actually produce it, and that it should be of a quality
to stand up to outside review.

It has focused publication into key journal articles—made staff think more clearly
about how to disseminate rather than what they do.

as did a lack of sympathy with those who did not meet these demands.

It has focused on the need to fulfil contractual obligation to be involved in research
and to encourage staff to consider journal submission rather than avoid the

referee ing process by merely contributing to books.

I think the RAE is here to stay and in any case the principle—that people whose

employment contract includes time to research and publish should publish, and not
just take long holidays, is a good one.

Finally, as with perceptions of change in recruitment policie s overall,

nonmainstre am economists were again more like ly to perceive a change in

departmental work consequent upon the RAE than mainstre am economists

(85% and 61% , respectively) . And again, in the old unive rsitie s where there

was a greater consciousne ss  of paradigm conflict, more nonmainstre am

than mainstream perceived that impact in terms of a shift toward the main-

stream (48% as compared with 31% ), though perhaps here it is equally

important to note the significant number of mainstre am economists per-

ceiving change in those terms as well.

Self-Subord ination or “Playin g the Game? ”

On the whole , the research uncovered a stream of hostility to the RAE

the extent of which surprise d even the researchers. This hostility was ex-

pressed most frequently by nonmainstre am economists who believed that

the RAE, whether wittingly or unwittingly, had strengthe ned the hegemony

of the mainstream. But it was by no means confined to them, nor to that

one issue. It stemmed from what was perceived to be interference in the

acade mics’ traditional freedom to set the ir own research age nda, to pro-

duce the knowle dge they considered to be important, and to disseminate

it in the way that they saw fit. Sometimes this hostility was verbalize d in

terms of acade mic freedom and the traditional ideals of the unive rsity for

independent and critical thought, at othe rs in terms of its perceived nega-

tive impact on quality research and scholarship. It was also expre ssed in

terms of the threat the RAE was believed to pose to policy-orie nted and

interdisciplinary research:
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To say that academic diversity is at risk is an understatement. Forcing acade mics
to publish in core journals is a form of censorship—it conditions what you say and

how you say it, as well as determining areas of rese arch and research methodologies.

The RAE is a dubious exe rcise. In a subject such as economics, where the UK
profession is conservative and weak on innovation, the consequences are very bad

indeed. My departme nt suffers from its inter-disciplinary and applied orientation:
the effect on our work and culture is negative and demoralizing. The problem with

the RAE is not just methodological bias. Arguably more significant is the associated
pro-theoretical/anti-empirical and thus socially irrelevant bias. I support evaluation

of research output as part of the conseque nce of the need to be socially accountable,
not  as the  product  of  the hege mony  of the  orthodoxy,  insulated from society’s
scrutiny.

. . . overall I am against the way the RAE is conducted. I think it discriminates

agai nst non-mainstream e conomists. This strategy is again st progre ss in any
subject—we’ll all end up as neo-classical economists talking only to ourselve s . . .

the policy implications of much of our work will become less and less relevant.

I would like to see some attention paid in the RAE not only to “non-mainstream”
re se arc h but e conomic re se arch which is of a more applie d nature ; more

policy-oriented. Otherwise the “new” universities will never obtain a fair share of
an ever-shrinking research cake.

The RAE has a much wider impact on people’s care ers and in some instances their

health. It is not only academic diversity which is at risk. Many of the cherished
ideals of the Universities are at risk. I foresee little policy-oriented useful research

coming out in the future.

In many instances, however, this knowledge of the negative impact of

the RAE did not feed the consciousne ss to active ly resist. No less than 50%

of responde nts in the new unive rsities and 41% in the old reported that they

had change d the direction of the ir work in some way to fit in with the de-

mands of the RAE. Not surprisingly, give n our central hypothe sis, the

number of nonmainstre am economists who felt the ir work had been affected

was greater than those working within the mainstream with 51% of nonmain-

stream economists reporting an impact on the ir work compare d with 36% of

mainstream. So great has been the impact of the RAE (Table V) on all aca-

Table V. Ways in Which Own Work Affected by RAE (Q-7)

Old universities Ne w universities

n (% ) n (% )

I publish more 24 13.2 17 23.0
I targe t/do more rese arch 12 6.6 18 24.3

I’ve gone short-term 31 17.0 7 9.5
I’ve switched to refereed 19 10.4 10 13.5

I’ve gone more mainstream 35 19.2 9 12.2
I’m targetting core 45 24.7 1 1.4

I neglect teaching 7 3.8 1 1.4
I do more teaching 3 1.6 3 4.1

I’m leaving/going for Unit 46 6 3.3 6 8.1
Other 0 0 2 2.6

Total 182 100.0 74 100.0
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demic economists, however, that a further 28% of nonmainstre am econo-

mists and 19% of mainstre am reported feeling under pressure to change . In

total, therefore, a massive 79% of nonmainstre am and 55% of mainstream

economists fe lt themselve s directly affected by what one mainstream profes-

sor referred to as the RAE’s “narrow definition of excellence”:

. . . pressure to do the sort of work (publishing in core journals) which will assist

the department in the ratings.

. . . I’m certainly considering status of the publication before procee ding with the
article .

. . . felt it necessary to publish in a mainstream journal, which I have, but there

has been an opportunity cost in some useful research I then did not have time for.

. . . the changes have made academic life far more compe titive and less enjoyable.

It is made clear, indirectly and sometimes directly, that only “good” journals count.
Much of the work which interests me is not of interest to “good” journals, so in

some sense you find yourse lf working much harder to keep a foot in both camps.

I have been distracted from writing a second book to churning out papers for journals.

. . . plans for further editions of books dropped. Plan for a book based on major
research project split into serie s of articles for submission.

. . . discourage d re se arc h in historical political economy & methodology.
Encourage d econometric work . . . .

. . . teaching has been devalued. Eve ryone is under pressure to publish more, hence

“salami-slicing. ” Journal articles are gaining weight compared to books/chapters in

books. Resistant though I am to all these trends, I find myself going in the direction
of all of them.

. . . publications in women’s studies are not even neutral but negative because of
the opportunity cost of the time spent and because of the “image ” which is not in

line with that of eg SL, Reader or Professor of Economics. This has always been
the case but has been acce ntuated by the RAE.

Others were careful to point out that direct pressure was not that strong

but that a sense of self-interest or self-preservation was:

. . . now set objective of publishing in the mainstream for benefit of departmental
rating and my promotion prospects.

. . . more journals, less books but not major pressure . Promotion ambitions lead

to more pressure than the RAE.

. . . not (pressure ) from the department but one is aware of the potential
opportunity  cost  to  the De partment’s  rese arch  rating  on time spent in  writing

textbooks, for example.

. . . although one tries to resist, one has to consider the impact on the department

and pressure from colleagues.

. . . no promotion/extra increments for those other than in the narrow field.

. . . talking to younger colleague s there is a good appreciation of the weaknesses
of conventional economics and an interest in non-standard approaches (though not
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universally so) but a feeling that they must play the game if they are to succe ed in

gaining tenure.

And those who  have   been rewarde d for working within the mainstre am

were quite conscious as to why: “my promotion has been directly linked

to top journal publication.” In this way, research assessment directly linked

to individual career prospects and departmental funding “fixes the inter-

ests” of younge r acade mics (Clegg, 1994, p. 317) making offers not easily

refused.

But again there was a diffe rence in the patte rn of response between

the old and the new universities. The two largest single categories for de-

scribing change in own work in the old universitie s referred to eithe r tar-

geting core journals (24.7% ) or going more mainstre am (19.2% ) while in

the new there was much greater emphasis on research (24.3% ) and pub-

lishing (23.0% ) in general, further evidence that it was in the old unive r-

sitie s competing for the highe st rankings where there was the greatest

institutional pressure to go mainstream.

Of some inte rest also is the small, but it would seem growing, number

of researchers who had decided not to submit to the economic’s panel in the

next Assessment Exercise but to submit instead under the general Business

& Manage ment category, Unit 46. This was an option especially for the more

applie d economists in the new unive rsity Business Schools, but at least one

department with a high reputation for nonmainstre am work in an old uni-

versity had decided to follow this strategy for its 1996 RAE submission.

Resistance

This is not to say that there was no resistance through persistence in

individual research agendas (Collinson, 1994) .14 That would be very sur-
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prising inde ed given the be lief in academic freedom and professional auton-

omy that has long constituted the identity of the British academic. On a

simple head count, some 28% of our nonmainstre am economists felt pres-

sure to change the direction of the ir work but had resisted and 21% had

continue d working as they always had. Twelve percent of our mainstre amers

had felt pressure but resisted. Furthermore , a small but none theless sig-

nificant numbe r of reasons for there be ing no change in own or depart-

mental work made reference to the fact that staff continue d with the ir own

interests or that own work was sufficiently establishe d to withstand the pres-

sures. Add to this the disquie t expre ssed by many of those who had changed

the direction of their work, and there might very well be limits to which

any external review body could persuade academics to compromise the ir

individual research agendas in exchange for institutional favors:

. . . one ’s mobility  is constrained  if  you  don’t operate within the  “Diamond”
category. But at prese nt I refuse to play the game.

. . . this is a university, not a private rese arch laboratory or consultancy.

. . . those who do the sort of work which ge ts good ratings are doing it anyway.

Those who don’t are unwilling/too old too change .

. . . no direct pressure . Perhaps indirect pressure due to the changing environment.

If I were at the start of my working life as an academic I would, I am sure, feel
under great pressure .

. .  .  annoyance   at the  hassle  on  others; smug  at  be ing fireproof  as re tirement

approache s . . . .

. . . in my view, the RAE will influence younger scholars and thus its affects, benign
or otherwise, will become more obvious in the longer term. Established scholars

who have been recruited/promoted on the basis of existing work are less likely to
be affected when planning their own rese arch agendas.

Much is invested in the acade mic’s identity as autonomous subje ct free

to pursue truth as they define it and within this discourse ove rt disciplinary

practice s are hard to justify, even by their would-be perpetrators. This could

explain why some mainstream economists found our hypothe sis personally

offensive and sought to deny its validity by imputing negative motives to

those who might seek to resist:

. . . most nonmainstream are n’t concerne d with advancing knowledge in the subject

but with e ither:

(i) re-working old ideas which should have been left for dead long ago

(ii) whining about how badly they’ve been treated

(iii) trying to find conspiracies against them

and othe rs refused to be lieve that the problem exists:

I  have   see n no  bias in  the  leading journals  against nonmainstream economists.
Publishing rather poor stuff in specifically nonmainstream journals does not help

diversity.
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I do not believe there is a conspiracy against the nonmainstream, but by definition

these represe nt  approaches which  most  members of the  profession  be lieve   are

misguided. Neve rtheless it does seem to me to be quite possible to ge t into the

best journals with different ideas. Most mainstream journals take nonmainstream

if it is good.

There is indeed the very real consideration that many nonmainstre am econo-

mists have not the necessary technical skills to participate in the mainstream.

Even if they were willing to “recycle” themselves, they may not be able to do

it quickly enough to impact on RAE rankings. Given the tenure which the

older academics enjoy, and notwithstanding any reluctance on the part of col-

leagues to turn the screw, their institutional managements are, in the short

term at least and in an equally real sense, stuck with them.
15

These conflicting pressures for  and against  change were graphically

illustrate d in the responses from a formerly heterodox department in an

old unive rsity which had done badly (in its terms) in the last research as-

sessment exercise . The problem was defined as one of too little mainstre am

research output and there was a great deal of institutional pressure on ex-

isting staff to fulfill the perceived requirements of the RAE:

All the departme nt, mainstream and nonmainstream, acknowledge we must play

the mainstream game. Did so at a special meeting.

Be that as it may, many within the departme nt were far from happy:

I do not regard it as desirable that academics should be required to publish—only

that they should be constantly examining their subjects with a view to rejecting and

exposing falsity, and publishing only when they have something to say and they are

reasonably certain they are right. Mass publication leads to chaos and disorder in

the state of knowledge.

I am seriously considering moving out of an economics dept. into a more hospitable

environment in another part of the university. I shall not change the content of my

work.

My own department, having got a 3 in the last HEFC RAE is in headlong pursuit

of a 5 by buying in people with publications in core journals. What a colleague

calls the “mathematical fascists” are in charge. The diversity and pluralism for which

my de partme nt was known is thre ate ned. The strate gy is totally backward

looking—to produce the kind of research profile which people think was important

for a 5 in the last RAE . Fortunate ly, I pe rsonally have the opportunity of

transferring to more congenial surroundings—but the profession as a whole is going

in a direction  which I much regre t.  Innovation and  interdisciplinary work are

becoming impossible to sustain if these trends continue.

Others within the department were not quite so pessimistic, however, and

doubte d  that  the intention to emphasize the mainstream  would  succeed

give n the degree of resistance among the nonmainstre am economists and
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the degree of support, tacit or othe rwise , from mainstre am colle ague s

and/or well-place d nonmainstre am Heads:

. . . an intention to emphasize mainstream but I don’t know whether it will be
effective in practice. (Pressure ) yes, but my Dean rece ntly said, in effect, to hell

with it, do your own thing.

Similarly  e xtensive opposition  was  evide nt  in  at  least  three  othe r het-

e rodox de partments in the old unive rsity se ctor where re fe re nce was

made to the support of colle ague s, mainstre am or othe rwise , and/or the

stre ngth of the Head of Department’s views as a resource which made

re sistance possible .

Recruitment and Selection as Managerial Con trol Strategy

Given the above resistance , institutional manage ments concerned to re-

tain or improve institutional ranking must turn to more insidious forms of

control to achie ve their obje ctives. Se lective recruitment is an obvious choice :

(RAE) shifts recruitment to mainstream while those in post left to follow their own interest.

And some of the younge r respondents had the experience to corroborate this:

I personally have been interviewed at other universities where it has been clear

that publishing in core journals is the criteria.

. . . in my inquiries regarding other posts at older universities I have been asked

about research interests  and the RAE and  journals  have  been  signalled.  At  a
selection committee of a large older university I was recently asked directly which

journals I aim to publish in over the coming 2 years.

. . . my strategy to obtain a lectureship was to trade off comple tion of my PHD

against the “4 good papers” criteria. It worked but . . . .

. . . I am a Marxist, but since I am on probation until Jan. I have been forced to

do mostly mainstream research or e lse I know I wouldn’t be made permanent.

. . . on advice from a present colleague , when I applied for my current post, I

stressed my ability to teach mainstream micro. I also told them that my research
interest was gene ral equilibrium. Subsequently I “came out” and pointed out my

research as Marxist equilibrium. I doubt I would have got my present post had I
not pursued this little dece ption.

In this way, selection inte rviews themselves can be seen as a site of indi-

vidual resistance . But at one and the same time, these “little deceptions”
might also be interpreted as constituting the sort of cooptation Burawoy

(1979) argued to be inhe rent in “playing the game ,” serving merely to re-

inforce the hegemonic status quo rather than challe nging it.

Forty-two  pe rcent of  re spondents from  the  old universitie s believed

that the RAE had had an impact on recruitment as did 34% in the new.

Again, nonmainstre am economists were significantly more like ly to perceive

change than mainstre am (66% compared with 29% in the old universities;
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43% compared with 26% in the new). By far the large st single category of

response in both the old and the new unive rsitie s indicate d that the evi-

dence for its impact on recruitment in the ir department were the criteria

which pertained when making appointme nts:

. . . (real or perceived) bias of “top journals” to ms. work; possibility of achieving

greate r  output  with  “safer” theoretical or econometric work; discourageme nt of

work outside the established paradigm which is of a large r gestation . . . .

Nonmainstream would fit comfortably into (our) system, but the risk is how their
output would be perceive d in terms of the RAE. I don’t know whether this has

influence d se le ction comm ittees I have n’t bee n involve d in, but it ce rtainly
influences me.

. . . formerly head-hunted nonmainstream economists. Now no longer sought by
my dept . . . . I was appointed professor in 1989. I would probably not even be

included in an interview short list now.

.  . . in a recent chair appointment, a well-published and senior nonmainstream
female economist was not short-listed.

. . . unwillingness to hire those who may not publish in core journals . . . .

. . . just need to look at me mos we rece ive from HOD or discussions we have
before appointing somebody . . . .

. . . the appointments made , the goals set by HOD for next research exercise . . . .

. . . applications vs. short lists . . . .

. . . more emphasis on those working in core areas. Am partly responsible for this
myself as we have to follow RAE signals. I don’t set the rules. None of us like them.

But was a chairman of the dept myself. No real options but to play by the rules.

Others within the profession, however, might more accurate ly be construed

as making the rule s rather than playing the game :

I don’t think there is any intentional bias but, in gene ral, senior staff find  it
easie r to evaluate job candidate s and research are as which they are familiar with.

Since  most of the profs here are  ms, this does lead  to an advantage   for ms
candidate s.

. . . those who reach senior positions define quality by what they do.

The irony is that this equation of exce llence with mainstream on the

part of those who make the rule s rather than play the game rende rs them

less aware of the ir existence. This could explain the seemingly genuine sur-

prise at our central hypothe sis on the part of a professor in the same high-

rankin g de partme nt as the junior mainstre ame r above conscious of

“uninte ntional bias” on the part of those in senior positions:

. . . the issue you have raised did not even occur to me , or for all I know, to anyone

of my colleagues. There are many faults with the RAE, but this doesn’t appear to
be one of them at my institution.

This “unconsciousne ss” may also explain the appare ntly genuine be lie f on

the part of regulators more favorably disposed toward heterodoxy that no
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harm would come to dissenters as a result of research assessment.
16

While

consciousness may inde ed be a prere quisite of re sistance (Cle gg, 1994,

p. 295) there is no doubt that power can be exercised without it. In an

important sense, that is what the concept of hegemony means.

Denial notwithstanding, the data presents a gloomy picture where the

recruitment and selection of nonmainstre am economists is concerned. So,

too, do job advertisements which appe ared in the academic press at the

time of the research. One adve rtisement for posts in the “low-ranking ” for-

merly heterodox department described in detail above , announce d that it

was in the market for nine economists who would raise their research pro-

file in mainstre am economics (The Guardian, March 29, 1994) . A further

adve rtisement note d that the appointe e to the Chair in Economic Theory

must be an active researcher contributing at the leading edge of mainstre am

economic  theory (The Guardian, June 14,  1994)   and  yet anothe r stated

that the appointe e must be an active researcher, contributing to the leading

edge of  mainstre am  macroeconomics,  e ithe r  theoretical or  applie d  (The

Guardian, Nov. 8, 1994) . Adverts for posts in other institutions similarly

specify  that applicants must be working  within the   mainstream and  link

this explicitly to either maintaining or improving the ir ranking in the as-

sessment exercise:

The college welcomes applications for Lectureships in Economics in any field of

mainstream Economics. Successful candidates will have demonstrated outstanding

potential in both research and teaching. Although candidates new to the profession

need not have current publications, they must display the ability and intention to

publish in  leading international  and U.K. journals. (Lectureships in Economics,

Royal Holloway, University of London, 1995)

The De partme nt  is  seeking to  build on  its significant  improveme nt  at  the   last

Re search Asse ssme nt Exe rcise . The ne w appointme nts will be expected to

demonstrate the strong rese arch commitment that results in significant publications.

(Lectureships in  Economics  and/or  Marke ting/Corporate Strategy,  University of

Dundee, 1995)

The   De partme nt  is particularly see king  to appoint  someone  with  interests in a

mainstream area of the subject to complement the rese arch interests of the other

Professors and to provide research le adership in the De partment. (Chair in

Economics, Unive rsity of Kent at Canterbury, 1995)

The De partme nt  of  Economics has expande d  rapidly  ove r  rece nt ye ars and  is

enjoying a growing reputation for its research. Bibliometric surveys have placed it

among the leading U.K. universities in terms of the volume of its research output
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and  it  is succe ssfully increasing the number of its publications in core journals.

(Posts in Economics, University of Surrey, 1995)

Out of some 20 job specifications which the researchers obtaine d, only

three did not specify an area of interest within the mainstre am or make

reference to ranking in the last research assessment exercise.

The evide nce would sugge st that re putations are be ing defined in

terms of research rankings and high rankings equate d with ability to pub-

lish within the mainstre am. It is in this very real sense that any resistance

on the part of individual lecturers in post will be self-de feating if it remains

at the leve l of individual resistance . The profe ssion is an ageing one with

two-thirds of the nonmainstre am economists in the old unive rsitie s in our

sample having worked as acade mics in highe r education since before 1979.

Only 15 of the 63 institutions from which our original nonmainstre am

economists came taught nonmainstre am economists as a compulsory sub-

ject within the undergraduate curriculum and much of this was in the His-

tory of E conomic Thought (more acce ptable to the mainstre am) as

oppose d to, for example , Post-Keyne sian Price Theory. Where there was

teaching within an alternative paradigm it was more often than not felt

to be unde r threat:

. . . we still have compulsory undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the history

of economic thought. This patch can be difficult to protect, but we succeed.

. . . we had senior member of staff who was a Marxist—but it would be unthinkable

to replace him with a Marxist economist on retirement. He nce his course in Marxist
political economy was dropped.

This is not to say that the impact of the RAE has been uniform across the

whole spectrum of economics departments even within the old university

sector. One of the most inte resting feature s of the research, inde ed one of

the most persuasive in terms of support for its central hypothe sis, was the

fact that those “low-scoring ” departments in the last research assessment

exercise within the old university sector (that is ranking 2 or 3) were those

where acade mics, both main and nonmainstre am felt under most pressure

to conform to its perceived demands (Table VI).

Table VI. Change in Own Work (Q.7) by Departmen tal Ranking

in Old Unive rsities

Ranking in the 1992 Research

Assessme nt Exercise

Change in own work 2 3 4 5

Yes 59.1 47.8 34.8 29.5
No 22.7 32.2 37.7 52.6

Felt pressure to change 18.2 20.0 27.6 18.0
n = 22 n = 90 n = 69 n = 78
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our findings would indicate that acade mic economists in the U.K. are

aware of both the control function of the RAE and of “its numerous con-

tradictions and paradoxic al conse que nces” (Puxty, Sikka, & Willmott,

1994) . If they are not concerned about its threat to academic diversity be-

cause they themselve s define economics in terms of the mainstre am, then

they are aware of its potential negative impact on the quality if not the

quantity of research in the ir discipline . They also believe that specialist sub-

jects within the mainstream are being marginalize d if they are not seen to

be contributing to mainstre am economic theory. Nevertheless  many  are

willing to accommodate the exercise by submitting to institutional, depart-

mental, and/or peer pressure to publish more short term and publish it in

what are conside red to be the journals which count most in the ranking

exercise . In this way, mainstream economists become (not so unwittingly)

locked into practices that reinforce the ir subordination and in this instance ,

through the RAE’s negative impact on their work, almost certainly the ir

degradation as well (Knights & Willmott, 1989).

But it is nonmainstre am economists who as a group are the most con-

scious of the RAE as a system of surve illance and control as it is upon

the ir interests that the ranking exercise impacts most. They fear that the

RAE with its putative   lists of  core journals which are   thought to  count

most in any departmental ranking may very well come to establish the sole

definition of what constitute s the discipline of economics as an acade mic

pursuit. The irony is that this could be happe ning inde pendently of any

conscious project on the part of the regulators of the profession and in

spite of the ostensible value s of the majority of its practitione rs whose iden-

tity hitherto has been constituted, at least in part and to a greater or lesser

extent, through the twin discourse of professional autonomy and acade mic

freedom. Despite denials on the part of the regulators of the profession

who would respect heterodoxy and dismissals on the part of hard-line main-

streamers who would prefer to see the ir demise, institutional managements

are not prepare d to take the risk. Academic economists, both mainstre am

and nonmainstre am, report changes in recruitment policie s which empha-

size the mainstream and look to track records in publication in core jour-

nals. They observe that the RAE has had an impact on the work of the ir

department and that in many cases it has reinforce d the tende ncie s toward

the mainstre am which already existed by definition. Most interesting of all,

many admit that the ir own reaction to the RAE has been one of compli-

ance , to neglect research which has no immediate payoff in terms of pub-

lication and perhaps to go (even more) mainstream where they were not

already. Where this does happe n discipline becomes internalized and indi-

vidual acade mics do what is necessary “to get on.” The consciousne ss of
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surve illance and control ne cessary for resistance is outwe ighe d by the

knowledge that individual resistance will impact little on the hegemony of

the mainstre am and much on individual careers. This would explain the

diffe rent  de grees of  re sistance   according to  age ,  rank and  the extent to

which one ’s work is establishe d in the field. One would expect that the

recently-appointe d and yet-to-be appointe d young are most at risk.

An institutional analysis of the conditions unde r which active resistance

is like ly to occur would indicate that the existence of a well-establishe d group

of nonmainstre am researchers, the respect of mainstre am colleagues and the

support of immediate superiors are important resources on which a resistant

subje ct might draw. Dissent is not uncommon and there are certainly indi-

vidual instance s of resistance which seem to have take n the form of distanc-

ing behavior; either to leave mainstre am economics departments for more

comfortable homes elsewhere or to publish unde r other categorie s where the

same criteria are thought not to apply. The result may be greater fragmen-

tation and specialization of acade mic labor with high status mainstre am

knowledge concentrated in the elite departments of the old universities and

nonmainstre am research and experimentation at cross-disciplinary bounda-

ries in the new. This is because the avenues of resistance open to resistors in

present circumstance s seem to be limite d and self-de feating if the project is

to change any definition of what economics is. Only in well-establishe d het-

erodox departments where the possibilitie s for social support are high does

the RAE seem to have had little impact on an individual economist’s work

and identity and even here there are pressures toward the short-term. In cir-

cumstance s where economists cannot or will not change direction despite

pressure, implicit or otherwise, institutional manage ments be lieve that they

have no alte rnative but to turn to recruitment policie s which emphasize pub-

lication in core journals if they are to improve the ir ratings.

“Hard-nose d” manage rialism based on performance indicators and hi-

erarchical control has been counterposed to the delights of a past colle gi-

ality within an academic community of knowledge (Parke r & Jary, 1995;

Willmott, 1995) . It is certainly true that academic communitie s were once

more or less self-referring with a high degree of professional control over

research prioritie s and goals as well as the reputations which were achieved

through them. But this idealized view of colle giate relations assumes con-

sensus within a discipline at the same time as it neglects professional hi-

erarchies and intelle ctual authority relations. In a paradigm-bound scientific

field the marketplace for ideas is no more free than any othe r but for as

long as alte rnative sources of support were available , the nonmainstre am

economist could live and even flourish on the periphe ry in nonmainstre am

or heterodox departme nts where the ir work was valued. But informal peer

review within a collegiate system is very diffe rent from institutionalize d peer
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review linked to a ranking system designed for funding purpose s. The con-

seque nce s for acade mic economists has  been that all of them, whether

mainstream or nonmainstre am, theoretical or applie d, working in the old

or the new universities, have come under the single professional gaze of a

more or less orthodox review body and that not only the ir academic repu-

tations but also the funding of the ir institutions depend upon assessment

by that body.

Where there is no consensus on “quality,” peer review becomes a fal-

lacy: a more or less mainstream review body has ne ithe r the knowle dge

nor authority to judge the nonmainstre am on equal terms. In coopting peer

review for manage rial ends, the RAE has at one and the same time suc-

ceeded in making more transpare nt the power relations which already ex-

isted within the profession and in cutting off alte rnative sources of support

for potential dissidents. This has contradictory implications for resistance .

On the one hand it has increased the depende nce of the periphery on the

neoclassical core and they have therefore more interest in resisting its he-

gemony  if they  are to survive . The pote ntial  for resistance is  the refore

greater, especially given the possibility of new alliance s between nonmain-

stream and applie d on the periphe ry and dissident mainstre amers in the

core. Should the transition be made to more solidaristic forms of organi-

zation, then it could be that demands to reform the review process to reflect

the interests of the profe ssion as a whole will succeed.

On the other hand, obje ctive conditions would seem to be more con-

ducive to isolation and  division than colle ctive resistance . The acade mic

pursuit of knowle dge within a reputationally-base d work organization

(Whitle y, 1986) is itself sufficiently individualizing to have left acade mics

ill-prepare d for the onslaught of manage rialism and the increasing com-

modification of academic labor (Willmott, 1995; Parker & Jary, 1995) . In-

dividua l acts of re sistance may we ll be dissipate d in the face of the

institutional search for rankings and manage rial control over recruitment

policie s. As more dissenters retire (and it is an aging profession), fewer

will find work and less nonmainstre am economics will be taught. The

knock-on effect will be stude nts ignorant of alte rnative knowle dge and a

lack of the necessary training to mount an effective intellectual challenge.17
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If what resistance does exist at present does not result in a direct challenge

to the effects of the RAE while there is still some institutional support to

sustain it, then it could be only a matter of time before resistance of what-

ever kind simply cease s to exist; there may lite rally be no economists

around who are even able , never mind willing, to challenge the dominant

paradigm when the present group come to retire in the not so distant fu-

ture . If this happe ns, then disside nts within the profe ssion will have been

well and truly “outflanke d” (Clegg, 1994) by the combined forces of man-

agerialism and peer review and economics as an acade mic discipline may

come to be seen as even more irre levant to solving the real-world problems

affecting people ’s lives.

APPENDIX. QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you been working as an academic in British Higher

Education?

2. In what type of institution do you presently work?

New University [ ] Old University [ ]

Other (please specify)

3. How long have you been in post at your present institution? years

4. If 3 years or more, have you notice d any change in recruitment policy,

where economists have been concerned? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes , what sort of changes exactly?

If no, what recruitment policie s are generally applie d

5. If you have been employed less than 3 years, what is your impression

of the criteria applie d when appointing new economists to your insti-

tutions?

6. In your view, has the RAE had any influence on the type of work,

your departme nt is engage d in overall? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes , what kind of influence?

If no, why not?

7. Has the RAE had any influence on the work which you yourse lf will

be doing? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes , in what ways?
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If no, have you felt any pressure to change the direction of your work

in any way?

8. Are you an economist? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes, what type of economist do you consider yourse lf to be : Main-

stream [ ] Nonmainstre am [ ]

If nonmainstre am, what type of nonmainstre aem economist would you

describe yourse lf as?

9. Has your department appointe d any new economists over the last 3

years? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes , how many?

10. In your opinion, has the RAE had any impact on the recruitment and

selection of nonmainstre am economists? Yes [ ] No [ ]

If yes , what sort of evidence is there to support your view?

11. Does your department/institution offer any compulsory nonmainstre am

economics courses/module s? Yes [ ] No [ ]

Do you foresee any change in this provision in the future ?

12. In which journals have you publishe d over the last 5 years?

13. In which journals do you intend publishing ove r the next 3 years?

14. What is your present grade ?

15. Have you any other comments which you would like to add?
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